ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINER COORDINATOR

POSITION
Environmental Trainer Coordinator

ABOUT US
Lundin Gold Inc. headquartered in Vancouver, Canada, is part of the Lundin Group of Companies, one of the most recognized,
respected and prominent groups in the global industry today. It is comprised of 13 publicly traded companies focused on the
extractive sector, operating in more than 17 countries around the world.
Lundin Gold, through its Ecuadorian subsidiary Aurelian Ecuador S.A., owns the Fruta del Norte Mine (FDN), located in
southeastern Ecuador in the Zamora Chinchipe Province.
Fruta del Norte (FDN) is one of the largest and highest grade gold deposits in the world currently in production. The Company
has an experienced mine operations team dedicated to advancing FDN responsibly. In the fourth quarter of 2019, Lundin Gold
realized first gold production as well as the first export of gold concentrate and doré bars. In the first quarter of 2020 FDN
achieved commercial production. Lundin Gold operates transparently in accordance with international best practices and
according to its three core principles: Working Safely, Environmental stewardship and Respect.

THE ROLE
Implement and follow up on the Environmental Management Plans of the different mining projects approved by the
Environmental Ministry.

RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Plan, develop, implement and maintain Fruta del Norte's environmental training program for compliance with national
regulations, PMAs, corporate standards and other commitments assumed by the Company.
Develop and implement environmental training needs assessment for the Company's employees and include in the
environmental training program. Define strategies, milestones, goals, objectives and evaluations for continuous
improvement.
Coordinate the implementation of the activities established in FDN's environmental training program, in the
environmental legislation and PMAs for FDN's operations and other Company projects with the Company's areas.
Implement and maintain all required records to evidence compliance with FDN environmental training.
Periodically evaluate the actions taken to comply with FDN's environmental training program (Environmental
Management Plan, corporate standards, environmental and sustainability management system and other commitments
assumed by the Company).
To supervise and monitor contractors for compliance with environmental training objectives.
Based on environmental training management indicators and statistics, define improvement opportunities and objectives
for the Company's environmental training.

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•

University Degree in Environmental Engineering or similar.
Specialization or experience in training.
Minimum 5 years of experience in environmental management in mining, energy, oil and gas, or related industries.
Field experience in environmental management is an asset.
Management of training programs for leaders, technicians and workers.
Planning and execution of environmental training programs.

